SESSION ONE 11:15am - 12:00pm

Selecting and Specifying Materials

- Stephanie Williams, NCIDQ, LEED GA
  Interior Designer, Senior Associate at DLR Group
- Jill Maltby-Abbott, AIA, WELL AP, LFA
  Architect, Senior Associate at DLR Group

From Classroom to Career

- Kaitlin Foley
  Interior Designer at HOK
- Alyssa Garcia
  Interior Designer at Gensler
- Claire Guigli
  Designer at McCarthy Nordburg

Designing for different sectors

- Gwen Morgan
  Discipline Leader for Interior Design at Stantec

SESSION TWO 1:00pm - 1:45pm

What "else" can you do with a degree in Interior Design?

- Shelby Page
  Manager, Interior Designer at Textron Aviation
- Darbie Winrick
  Space Planner/Designer at SICO
- Aaron Westerman
  Occupancy Planner at Cushman & Wakefield at Google

Work life balance

- Catie Shaffer
  Interior Designer at GLMV Architecture

How does credentialing impact your career?

- Krystal Gantz Fensky, NCIDQ, EDAC, IIDA
  Associate, Interior Designer at ACI Boland Arch.
- Emily M. Cochran, CID, LEED AP, IIDA
  Senior Interior Designer at JMT Architecture

SESSION THREE 2:00pm - 2:45pm

How to find a job/ internship (in a continued pandemic market)

- Rachel Hewitt
  Market Development, Real Estate at Scott Rice Office Works

Mistakes make it Real

- Lauren Tines
  Interior Designer and R&D Coordinator at StudioSIX5

Working internationally

- Haley Van Wagenen, LEED AP BD+C, WELL AP
  Workplace Strategist at EY